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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem dealt with in this paper is the identification of the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative 
of a Bore1 measure ~1 on R”, n > 2, with respect o a Radon measure v. The 
measure p is supposed not to charge polar sets but may possibly take the 
value + cc on subsets of positive capacity. 
A classical device is provided by the derivation theorems on special 
families of sets, e.g., the derivation theorems on balls. The density f can be 
obtained as the limit 
f(x) = lim inf P(B,(X)) 
p-0 v(q-4) 
(1.2) 
provided, for instance, 
(i) f~G,,W, v), 
(ii) f(x)< +co for every XER”. 
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This resu t, however, is of no help in some variational applications we are 
interested in (see, e.g., [4] and [7]), involving functionals of the type 
and their limits. 
In mary of these problems, a measure p is known to exist and we want 
to identify it by relying on the additional information available. This does 
not include the knowledge of the value of p on some family of sets, e.g., 
balls, as :equired in (1.2). Instead, our information on p is of variational 
nature, 2nd it can be conveniently expressed in terms of a capacity 
associatecl with p. The p-capacity of a subset E of an open set A c Rn is 
defined by 
cap&E, A) = min 
Our main result, Theorem 2.3, shows that the knowledge of the capacities 
at a poir t x E R” gives the density (1.1) as the limit 
f(x) = lim inf cap,(B,bv), B2,(-~)) 
p-0 ~*(B,(-~)) 
(1.3) 
under th’: assumptions (i) and (ii). 
The rcle of the “masses” p(B,(x)) of the classical derivation theorem is 
thus replaced by that of the “energies” cap,,(B,(x), Bz,(x)). The advantage 
is that the latter are preserved under broad classes of variational pertur- 
bations that may wildly modify the masses p(Bp(x)). 
More precisely, a convergence of variational type, called y-convergence, 
can be da:fined on the set A0 of all Bore1 measures ,u considered above, with 
respect 1 which both the (antagonistic) properties below hold (see [7]): 
(a) A0 is compact; 
(b) the function ,u~cap,(B,(x), B,,(x)) is continuous on alto for 
every x E R” and every p > 0, except possibly a countable set of values that 
may depend on x. 
Given atI arbitrary sequence (ph) in .tlo, the property (a) assures that there 
exists a neasure p in A%‘~ which is the If-limit of some subsequence (pLhL) of 
(ph). The property (b) then gives cap,(B,(x), B,,(x)) by just taking the 
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limit of cap,JB,(x), B,,(x)), and this allows to evaluate the limit f 
in (1.3). 
Under (i) and (ii) our derivation result will lead to identify p via its den- 
sityf: Moreover, whenever the limit 
lim cap,,(B,(x)9 B,,(x)) 
h- +a 
exists, the whole sequence (pLh) is seen to y-converge to p. 
The stability of cap,(B,(x), B,,(x)) with respect to y-convergence can 
also be exploited for “computing” the capacities cap,(B,(x), VzP(x)), and 
hence the density (1.1 ), by upproximuting p with suitable measures p,, E A$. 
In this connection, we mention that density results are known which 
show that every measure ~1 EA$ can be approximated (in the sense of 
y-convergence), for instance, by sequences (ph) of the form 
+oO on E, 
ph= mEh= 0 elsewhere, 
as well as by sequences (ph) of the form 
dph = qh(x) dx. 
In a forthcoming paper our derivation result, and in particular its boun- 
dary formulation of Section 4, will be applied to a class of so-called reinfor- 
cement problems (see [4]). 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
In this section we give the notation we shall use in the following, and we 
state the main result of the paper. Let 52 be an open subset of R”, n 2 2, 
and let B(Q) be the g- field of Bore1 subsets of Q. By a Bore1 measure on 52 
we mean a non-negative countably additive set function defined on B(Q) 
and with values in [0, +,x8]; by a Radon measure on Q we mean a Bore1 
measure which is finite on every compact subset of 52. 
If p is a Bore1 measure on 52 and f: 9 + [ 0, + co ] is a Bore1 function, we 
shall denote by fp the Bore1 measure on 1;2 defined by 
(fp)(B) =j/C for every BE S?(Q). 
For every x E R” and every r > 0 we set 
B,(x)= {PER”: Jx-yl <r}. 
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For Radon measures, the following derivation theorem holds (see [ 111 Sec- 
tion 2.9). 
THEORIJM 2.1. Let p, v be two Radon measures on R”. Assume that v is 
absol#telJ’ continuous with respect to p (i.e., p(E) = 0 * v(E) = 0). Then 
(i) there exists a p-measurable function f: R” -+ [0, + iyJ [ such that 
for p - a.e. x E R” 
(ii) v=fp. 
If Q is a bounded open subset of R”, for every compact subset K of Q the 
capacity If K with respect o L2 is defined by 
cap(K,Q)=inf 1 lDtll’dx:cECo/‘(S2),ukl on K 
R 
the defin tion is extended to open sets A c Q by 
cap(A, 52) = sup{cap(K, Q): Kc A, K compact}, 
and to a Obitrary sets E c 52 by 
cap(E, Q) = inf{cap(A, Q): A 3 E, ‘4 open). 
We say that a set E c R” has capacity zero if cap( E n Q) = 0 for every 
bounded open subset s2 of R”. It is well known that a bounded set E c R” 
has capacity zero if and only if cap( E, Q) = 0 for some (hence for all) boun- 
ded opeih sets Q c R” with Q 3 E. 
If a property P(x) holds for all XE E except for a set E,c E with 
capacity zero, then we say that P(x) holds quasi eoerywhere on E (q.e. on 
E). If p is a Bore1 measure on Q and f: R” + [0, + 1~ ] is p-measurable, 
then for every Bore1 set E c Q with 0 6 p(E) < + cc we set 
(with the convention O/O = 1). 
We dencte by H’(R) the usual Sobolev space of all functions in L’(Q) with 
first order distribution derivatives in L’(Q), by HA(Q) the closure of C,“(B) 
in H’(Q), and by H-‘(Q) the dual space of HA(Q), with dual pairing 
(., .). I is well known (see [12]) that for every UE H’(Q) the limit 
lim s 4.~14~ r-0 B,(r) 
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exists and is finite q.e. on Q; thus the pointwise value u(x) of a function 
u E H’(Q) can be defined q.e. on Q by the limit above, and in this way the 
function u is quasi-continuous on 0 (see [ 121). Moreover, if 52 is bounded, 
it can be proved that for every E c 52 
cap( E, Q) = min jD~l~dx:v~H~(Q), 02 1 q.e. on E 
We denote by A$ the class of all Bore1 measures p on R” such that 
p(E) = 0 for every Bore1 set E c R” with capacity zero. Note that we do not 
require the measures of the class A& to be regular or a-finite. We say that a 
Radon measure p on R” belongs to H-‘(R”) if there exists 1 E H-‘(R”) 
such that 
for every v E C;(R”). It is well known that in this case ,u E A0 and equality 
(2.1) also holds for u E H’(R”) because of the definition above of the 
pointwise values of the function u. In this paper we always identify A and ,u. 
Other examples of measures in A0 are the following (see [7]): 
(i) the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure and the (n - l)-dimen- 
sional Hausdorff measure belong to the class AO; 
(ii) if p EJ& and f: R” + [0, + cc] is a Bore1 function, then the 
Bore1 measure fp belongs to A$; 
(iii) if ~EJ& and Bea( then the Bore1 measure pB defined by 
pB( E) = p( E n B) belongs to J&; 
(iv) for every Bore1 set Bc R” the Bore1 measure 00~ defined by 
if B n E has capacity zero 
otherwise (2.2) 
belongs to A%$. 
The following property for measures of J& holds (see [7, Lemma 4.151). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For every p E A0 there exists a Radon measure 






for every bounded open subset A of R” and for every u E H’(A). 
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Consider now an elliptic operator of the form 
Lu = - i Di(U&) Dp), 
i.j=l 
where ati = uji~ L”(R”) and 
(2.3 ) 
r(lz12$ f: a&)zizjq?~z~* for every x E R”, z E R” 
i.j= I 
for suitalle constants 0 < a 6 /I. Let P E .A$; for every bounded open set 
A c R” and for every Bore1 set E c A we define the p-capacity relative to 
L by 
cap,L( E, 4 ) = inf u~~/.Ku-~EH&~) 
i./= 1 
(see [S] 1. For example, if L is the Laplace operator -A, p is the measure 
coclg defirled in (2.2), and EC A, then 
cap,L( E, A ) = cap( E n B, A ). 
In any case, for every open set A and every Bore1 set E c A we have 
cap:(E, A) 6 k cap(& A) (with k=max{ 1, pi). 
We are row in a position to state our main result. 
THEOFEM 2.3. Let ,u be a Bore1 measure of the class &$, let v be a 
Radon n!easure of the class J&, and for every .Y E R” let 
f(x) = liin inf cap,l(B,(,~), B2L~)) 
-0 44(x)) 
(with the convention O/O = 1). (2.5) 
Assume that 
(i) fEL,',,(R", v); 
(ii) f(x) < +m q.e. on R”. 
Then ,u IY a Radon measure and file have p = fv. Moreover, the lim inf in (2.5) 
is a limit for v - a.e. x E R”. 
Remapk 2.4. The conclusion of Theorem 2.3 may fail if we drop 
hypothesis (ii), as the following example shows. 
Let /A be the (n - I)-dimensional Hausdorff measure on the hyperplane 
(x,, = 0 , and let v be the Lebesgue measure on R”. We have that p and v 
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are in &, and v is a Radon measure. It is easy to see that the function f 
defined in (2.5) is given by 
Then f~ L’(R”, v), but the equality I= fv does not hold. 
3. PROOF OF THE RESULT 
For the proof of Theorem 2.3 we shall need some preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p be a Radon measure belonging to H- ‘(R”). Then 
lim cap,L(B,(-+ B2AN = , 
r-0 ~(Br(,y)) 
(3.1) 
for p - a.e. x E R”. 
Proof Let A be a fixed open ball in R”; it will be enough to prove that 
(3.1) holds for p - a.e. .K EA. For every XEA and every r >O with 
B,,(s)c A we denote by u: the solution in the distribution sense of the 
problem 
Lu + UP&l) = 0 
u-~EH;(A), 
on A, (3.2) 
where ~~,(.~jE)=p(En B,(x)). It is easy to see that the function u: 
minimizes the integral 
among the functions u with u - 1 E HA(A). Multiplying (3.2) by U- 1 and 
integrating by parts, we get 
cap,l(&(x), A) = J’ U:(Y) 40). 
BA -r 1 
Since 
w-$(&(x), A) d capt(B,(x), B,,(x)) <I-~&(X)) 
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the proof NilI be achieved if we prove that 
lim inf s $(.I’) d&v) > 1 
for p - a.e. x E A. (3.3) 
r-0 l3.I.Y b 
Define no N a function ~1; by setting for every J E A 
where G i:; the Green function for the Dirichlet problem in A relative to the 
operator !,. Note that the values of tl; are defined everywhere on A, and 
not only c1.e. on A. Then we have 
LL): = PB,(.,-,, 
u,’ E HA( A ). 
Moreover, it is easy to see by comparison, that U: B 1 - u: q.e. on A; 
therefore .o prove (3.3) it will suffice to show that 
Again by comparison, we get 
We shall prove (3.4) in several steps. 
Step 1. There exists a Bore1 set N c A with p(N) = 0, such that 
lim r-O f B, r 1 
,rx(=)(I~(-)=L’.;I(!,)< +m 
for all SC A, for all R>O with B?,Js) c A, and for all YE B,!,(X)- N. 
In fact for every XE A and R > 0, the function 0.; is p-integrable. By a 
classical derivation theorem (see Theorem 2.1) there exists a Bore1 set 
N c A depending on s and R such that p(N) = 0 and 
litn * ,--O.R( ,,L’IR(-)~~(c(_)=L~;;(?,)< t +,x for every ye,4 -N. (3.6) r I 
If XC R’ and S c 10, + ‘CYJ [ are countable and dense, we can easily con- 
struct a Bore1 set N c A with p(N) = 0, such that (3.6) holds for every 
.YYE X, RtiS. 
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We show now, by an approximating procedure, that this set N satisfies 
the requirement of Step 1. Let x be any point of A and R any positive 
number; there exist two sequences xh +x and R, + R such that x,, E X, 
R,ES and 
Bh?/dx) = BR*(%) = BR(X). 
For every I’ E B,/,(x) we have by (3.5) 
where c(x, R) is a constant depending only on x, R. By using (3.6) (3.7) we 
obtain for every y E B,;.,(X) - N and every h E N 
u%,(z) d,(z) 
+ If Ib:$) - c;(z)1 d/i(=) d WY, R) p(BR(x) - BR,,(x,,)), &I .b ,
and by letting h -+ +io the proof of Step 1 is achieved. 
Step 2. There exists a Bore1 set N c A with p(N) = 0 such that 
lim sup s L!>(Z) d/l(z) < 2$(x) r-0 BJ \ I 
for all I E A - N and all R > 0 with B,,(s) c A. 
In fact, if N is the set constructed in Step 1, for every XE A - N and 
every R > 0 we have I E B,,,(x) - N, and so by (3.5) and by Step 1 we get 
* lim sup 0-;1(;) d/i(z) = c~(x). 
r-0 f B&r 1 
L);(z) dp(=) d lim+s;p j 
B,I I) 
Step 3. For p- a.e. x E A we have lim. +0 L$(x) = 0. 
In fact we have 
OQof(x)=J G(x, z) d/i(z). (3.8) 
B,Q.v) 
The function M(X) =ja G(x, 2) C+(Z) is in HA(A); moreover it is quasi- 
continuous, so that H(X) < +tze q.e. on A (see [ 131). Therefore for q.e. 
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x E A the kmction G(x, . ) is p-integrable, and so, passing to the limit in 
(3.8) as J’+ 0, the proof of Step 3 is achieved, and this, together with 
Step 2, pr,)ves (3.4). 1 
Proof 0,” Theorem 2.3. By Proposition 2.2 there exist a Radon measure 
i E HP ‘(R”) and a Bore1 function g: R” + [0, + W] such that 
for every open subset A of R” and for every u E H’(A). Therefore 
cap,“(R-C~~, B2,(-~)) = cap,L,(M-~), B2,(-~)). (3.10) 
For every k E N set g, = g A k; by Lemma 3.1 there exists a Bore1 set 
E, c R” uith SE, g, d;l= 0 such that 
(3.11) 
for every Y E R” - E, and for every k E N. Since A + v is a Radon measure, 
by the classical derivation theorem (Theorem 2.1), there exists a Bore1 set 
E2 c R” sllch that (A + v)(E,) = 0 and 
(g,~)(4(x)) d,l 
!l-mo(~+v)(B,(,Y))=gk(s)~(l’)y)< +xx, 




for every XE R”- E, and for every ke N. Finally, by hyothesis (ii) of 
Theorem 2.3, there exists a Bore1 set E, c R” such that (A + v)(E3) = 0 and 
f(x)< +a for every x E R” - E,. (3.14) 
Set E=E,uE,uE,;~~.xER”-Ewe have by (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), 
ETk(X) - 
d,& (x) = !‘_“, /Ag~~,~t$‘;:‘))j lim cap~~~~~~,tl;;‘\-), 
r r-0 k 
= lim cat&(&(x), B2Ax)) < lim inf cap~J&(x), B2Ax)) 
r-0 (A + v)(B,(x)) ’ r+O (A + VMBAX)) 
= lim inf cap,l(k(x), B2Adv)) ,im ww)j 
r-0 v(Br(x)) r-0 (A+ v)(&(x)) 
=f(x) 
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Note that these inequalities hold even if (dv/d(A + v))(x) =O, because we 
have assumedf(x) < +CXI. This is a delicate point in the proof; indeed this 
is the only point where hypothesis (ii) is used. 
Therefore, for every Bore1 set B c R” - E, 
so that, since f~ L,‘,,,(R’*, V) 
for every Bore1 set Bc R”. Passing to the limit as k -+ fco, by the 
monotone convergence theorem, we get 
c, gdJ.<J’Bf dv for every Bore1 set Bc R”. 
Thus, by (3.9) 
p(A)< ’ ! A’ 
fdv for every open set A c R”, 
which yields that p is a Radon measure absolutely continuous with respect 
to V. Then 
/W+-d~~ for every Bore1 set Bc R”. (3.15) 
Since cap,f( B,(x), B?,(x)) < p( B,(x)), we obtain for v - a.e. x E R” 
f(x) 6 lim inf .dBr(x)) 4 
r-0 v(B,(x)) =dv (-‘)’ 
Therefore, by (3.15), for every Bore1 set B c R” 
which implies that p = fr. Moreover, by (3.15) for v - a.e. x E R” 
f’(x) = lim inf cap:(B,b), B&u)) < lim sup cap,l(BA-~), &b)) 
r-0 ~~(B,(-yj) r-0 v(Brb)) 
“?:,” v( B,(x)) ’ 
AR(x)) < lim sup (fir)(B,(-~)) =f(xj 
r-0 4Br(*yj) 
which achieves the proof. 1 
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4. THE BOUNDARY CASE 
To apply the results of this paper to boundary reinforcement problems 
(see [ 1, 3, 4, 5, 63) we are led to extend the theorems of the previous sec- 
tions to a very particular class of non-uniformly elliptic operators. 
Let Q bl: a bounded open set of R” with a Lipschitz boundary. We shall 
consider an elliptic operator L of the form (2.3) such that aV(x)=O for 
every XE k:“-52 and 
crlz126 f qj(x)zpiqqz12 for every .UEQ and ZE R” 
r.j= I 
for suitable constants 0~ c1 </I. Let p be a Bore1 measure in .A$, with 
spt p c 0. Then, since au = 0 on R” - 52, the corresponding capacity capi 
satisfies 
for every aspen set A c R” and every Bore1 set E c A. Of course, we may 
apply The Irem 2.3 to the interior points x E Q. We now give an extension 
of the derivation theorem to the boundary points I E ilQ. 
THEORE!{ 4.1. If spt p c a, then Theorem 2.3 holds also for the 
degenerate operator L considered above. 
Proof: The only change is in the proof of Lemma 3.1 for .Y E iX2. Since 
52 has a L pschitz boundary, for every .x0 E 8R there exist a neighbourhood 
U of x0 arId a Lipschitz map I$ from U into a ball BR(0) with a Lipschitz 
inverse rj, such that 4(x0) = 0 and 
&UnQ)= BR’ = {J-S BR(0): yn>O). 
Let ii be the measure on B,(O) defined by 
20 = /dII/(E)). 
Note that ji is suported by S,+ = {I’ E B,JO): yn 2 0). Let z = -C:j=, Di 
(ri,,( y) 0,) be the elliptic operator on BR+ with 
( ahk Dhdi Dkbji)($(ev)) ldet ~l//(v)l, 
h.k = I 
and let capi be the g-capacity defined as in (4.1) with p, L, Q replaced by 
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fi, t, BR’, respectively. It is easy to see that for every .x E U n SQ the left- 
hand side of (3.1) becomes 
,im capjt(k0,)9 MY)) 
r-0 fi(B,b)) ’ 
(4.2) 
where J’= d(x) and for every r > 0 B,(y) = &B,(x)). To reduce the problem 
to the case of an interior point, already considered in Lemma 3.1, we use a 
symmetrization argument. Let z: R” + R” be the map defined by 
TO’, ,..., ?‘,, ~ I , Y,) = (.Y, ,..‘? I’,! I , - ?‘,I ). 
For every Bore1 set E c S,+ we put 
F(E)=NEnS,+)+ii(s(E)nS,‘); 
let J!. = -x;j=, D,(6&y) 0,) be the elliptic operator on BL with 
li& y) = 4J(,,) 
if yn>O 
C,$j(T(Y)) if J’, < 0, 
where ciJ = 1 if i, j < n or i = j = n, and ci/ = - 1 otherwise. Finally, let cap: 
be the b-capacity defined as in (2.4). It is easy to see that for every r>O 
ABLY)) = Q-44(19), 
caps, &,(Y)) = 2 cq&RLv), &,(Y)), 
where I?,(u) = [B,(y) n S,+ ] u T( B,( y) n S,+ ). Therefore, (4.2) becomes 
lim capj(&(~), &r(s)) 
r-0 F(B,(Y)) ’ 
(4.3 1 
Now, by repeating the proof of Lemma 3.1, and by using a more refined 
version of Theorem 2.1 (see, e.g., [ 11, Sect. 2.9]), we obtain that the limit 
in (4.3) equals 1 for fi-a.e. YE B,(O)n {~‘,,=0), therefore the limit in (3.1) 
equals 1 for p-a.e. -YE lJnc%2. 1 
5. APPLICATIONS TO Y-CONVERGENCE 
In this section we apply the derivation theorem proved in Section 3 to 
the characterization of the y-limit of a sequence (pLh) of measures of the 
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class .A&. -et L be a uniformly elliptic operator as in Section 2 (see (2.3)). 
With ever:’ ,U E A0 we associate the family of quadratic functionals 
F#4, Q) = 
j[ R j~,~.(X/D,UDiu]d*x+ jQuzdP if uEHA(Q) 
’ 
+a elsewhere in L’(Q), 
where Q ir an arbitrary bounded open subset of R”. The yL-convergence of 
a sequence (p,,) is defined in terms of the I’- convergence of the 
corresponcling functionals (Fth). For the definition and properties of f- 
convergen:e we refer to [9, lo] and to [2], where it is called epi-con- 
vergence. 
DEFINIT ON 5.1. We say that a sequence (ph) in C&, yL-converges to a 
measure p E A’,, if, for every bounded open subset Q of R”, the functionals 
f-;/j., Q) 1-- converge to F,4 in the space L’(Q). 
When 1. is the Laplace operator -A, then the y’-convergence is the 
y-convergt rice introduced in [7, Definition 4.81. In the general case of an 
elliptic opxator L, the properties of y’-convergence can be easily obtained 
from the I:orresponding properties of y-convergence studied in Sections 4 
and 5 of [ 71. 
THEORE fi 5.2. Let (ph) be a sequence of Bore1 measures of the class C&,, 
let v be a .?adon measure of the class SJ’lC,,. and let ,f: R” + fi be a nonnegative 
function. /Assume that 
(i) for q.e..uER” 
lim inf lirn inf caP~h(Br(-~), By,) 
r-0 h’ x 4Bh)) 
= lim inf lirn sup cap~h(Br(-~)7 Bar) 
=.f(x,: 
r-0 h - -L v(BA.4) 
(ii) J‘E L:,,(R”, 11); 
(iii) j(x) < +x8 q.e. on R”. 
Then (p,,) yL-converges to p = fv. 
ProoJ: Since the y’-convergence is metrizable and compact (see [7], 
Proposition 4.9 and Theorem 4.14) we may assume that (pLh) lrL-converges 
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to a measure p E U&o and we have only to prove that p =fil. By 
Theorem 5.15 of [7] we obtain that for every x E R” 
(5.1) 
for all r > 0 in the complement of a countable set. From (5.1) and 
hypothesis (i) we get 
Then we can apply Theorem 2.3 and we conclude that p =fil. 1 
Remark 5.3. A similar result can be obtained for the operators L con- 
sidered in Section 4 and for the corresponding capacities (see [4]). 
Remark 5.4. In the case when Y is the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure 
or the n - 1 dimensional measure on a smooth manifold, Theorem 5.2 has 
been obtained by Marchenko and Hruslov (see [ 14, 151). 
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